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C o m m e n t a r y Clash of the Titans:
The Politics and Science of Crafting Kyoto's Successor
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In mid-March of this year, I was fortunate to attend a pivotal scientific meeting on climate change -the 2009 International Alliance of Research Universities Climate Congress in Copenhagen. 1 In an act of symbolic foreshadowing, the summit was hosted in the same hall that will hold an even larger gathering this December: the long-awaited COP15 meeting, organized under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change. If all goes as planned, the eventual outcome of COP15 will be a successor agreement to the Kyoto Protocol.
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Scientific meetings are not usually considered glamorous affairs, but this Congress was imbued with unmistakable portent. Though certainly communicated through details such as the attendance of the Danish Crown Prince, the gravity emerged much more through the overall tone and content of the scientific presentations. The messages were direct, urgent, and in some cases, imploring. It is clear that the scientific community is unified in its certainty that climate change is a problem of epic proportions; a fact as of yet poorly reflected in our international policy regime.
The Kyoto Protocol, our existing international agreement governing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, fell notoriously flat when, shortly after taking office in 2001, President George W. Bush refused to submit it for domestic ratification. Though it currently has 184 signatories and includes binding GHG reduction targets for 37 industrialized countries and SciEnTific mEETingS arE noT uSually conSiDErED glamorouS affairS, BuT THiS congrESS waS imBuED wiTH unmiSTaKaBlE porTEnT.
the EU, the United States failed to join the charge to solve the problem it led the world in creating. Even ignoring the glaring absence of the United States, the targets set at the time of the Protocol's adoption in 1997 are now known to be inadequate, amounting to an average of five percent reduction against 1990 levels over the five-year period 2008-2012. 4 The current consensus is that we will need an 80% reduction over 1990 levels by 2050 if we hope to avoid the most catastrophic impacts that might occur as a result of climate change. 5 Most of these reductions will need to occur in industrialized nations, since developing nations still have the right to expand their emissions as their populations emerge from energy poverty.
The reports at the Congress either confirmed that we are currently on the "worstcase" scenario path made in earlier projections 6 , or in some instances, as in the case of sea level rise, the situation is even worse than projected. Dr. Rajendra K. Pauchauri, Chairman of the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), explained in his main presentation at the Congress that the impacts are going to be serious regardless of what we do. As a result of the inertia in the atmospheric system, even if we halted all GHG emissions tomorrow, we would still see a temperature increase of around 0.1°C annually for the next two decades.
While this temperature increase may sound small, we must consider that the difference between our current climate and a deep ice age is only a few degrees Celsius. 7 The seriousness of even a seemingly small rise in temperatures is further explained by the sobering findings reported by Professor Stefan Rahmstorf, an expert in sea level modeling from the Potsdam Institute of Climate Impact Research. His latest models clearly show that small changes in temperature cause large changes in sea level; even under the most optimistic scenario, the world will see a minimum of one meter of sea level rise during this century, which spells doom for many Pacific Island nations.
COP15 is now seen as the world's critical chance to recover from Kyoto's strategic inadequacy. According to the scientific community, we are running out of time to organize a major intervention: the red-zone of catastrophic climate impacts is approaching. Hence this Congress was designed to serve as a platform for scientists to communicate their unified position to policy makers. This was made explicitly clear by the meeting's culminating event -the presentation of the scientists' major conclusions to the Prime Minister of Denmark, Anders Fogh Rasmussen.
a c c o r D i n g T o T H E S c i E nT i f i c co m m u n i T y,
wE arE running ouT of TimE To organizE a maJor inTErvEnTion: THE rED-zonE of caTaSTropHic climaTE impacTS iS approacHing.
Without a doubt, the most exciting moment of the entire Congress was a confrontation that occurred between the prime minister of Denmark and the assembled scientists. After he had heard the scientists' final assessment, in particular Stefan Rahmstorf's assertion that even two degrees of global warming presented a significant risk that Rahmstorf personally would not consider "safe" -just as he would not consider playing Russian Roulette "safe" -the Danish Prime Minister turned to the group and asked for some straight answers. He wanted to know, in that case, exactly what a "safe" level of GHG emissions would be, and demanded some immediate explanations. He expressed frustration with the political difficulty of the negotiation process, particularly in this economic climate, and demanded that the scientists stop providing "moving targets."
The scientists responded with a defensive stance, and in the ensuing discussion explained that choosing the stabilization target is a political rather than scientific matter. They emphasized that scientists could only do their best to assess the level of risk associated with any given scenario -ultimately, it was up to the politicians to determine what levels of risk we are prepared to accept as a society.
This exchange was a rare moment of honest interaction that shone light on how imperfectly the transfer of knowledge actually occurs between the scientific and political communities. All the complexity inherent in scientific data must be boiled down to a binary, black and white version before it becomes politically actionable. As the Danish Prime Minister expressed with frustration, even straightforward answers are difficult enough to get political consensus on.
However, this clash of cultures presents a dangerous liability for climate politics -and more broadly, for global environmental objectives as a whole. Though it is understandable that scientists should wish to stay true to their profession and not offer answers stripped of error bars, there is an inherent contradiction in the urgency they are trying to communicate and their staunch refusal to give concrete policy advice.
There is a phenomenon in modern medicine called "burden shifting," which refers to physicians' increasing tendency to give the consumers of medical services the choice of what to do. Because of the litigiousness of American society, doctors have begun offering general advice and a range of options with associated risk factors, rather than giving out strict medical prescriptions. Allowing patients to make decisions on their own course of treatment absolves them of the risk of malpractice suits as well as personal blame. However, sick patients are in THE caSE of climaTE cHangE, Human SociETy i S T H E S i c K p a T i E n T anD SciEnTiSTS arE THE DocTorS.
not experts, and are also not in the best emotional condition to make informed decisions about complex things that they do not necessarily know much about. Most sick patients would probably still prefer the nuanced recommendation of an experienced professional, rather than relying on their own trepidation-filled selection of "what sounds least risky."
In the case of climate change, human society is the sick patient and scientists are the doctors. They know, better than anyone, what the actual thresholds of safety are for the complex, interacting systems we have inadvertently become stewards of. Regardless of how many hearings politicians attend, they will never reach the level of technical proficiency that the average climate scientist has. With scientific advice playing an increasingly large role in matters of both national and international policy -ranging from decisions about criminal behavior to the fate of nanotechnology, it may perhaps be time to invite scientists to take a less risk-averse role in doling out their recommendations.
This clash of cultures between policy and science also potentially explains some deeper faults within our system of governance; more specifically, it may be one of the underlying reasons that our system of global environmental governance is practically non-existent.
We have governing bodies that deal with global trade and economic issues, but we do not have control over something as basic and important as ensuring that we do not make our planet uninhabitable. The enormity of the problems that humans are capable of creating is unprecedented in history. Human impact now overwhelms natural cycles. Our technologies are unpredictable and in some cases, capable of causing cataclysmic changes over night. Yet, in all of our interdependency and power, the only response system that we have to these imminent, potentially instantaneous threats is a clunky, slow international treaty system that moves orders of magnitude slower than the potential risks it is meant to address.
Global environmental problems transcend politics by their very logic. Climate change affects the physical space in which we live, and no matter how hard we try we cannot argue it away by cleverly reframing the issue. Yet it continues to be treated as a primarily "political" problem. Perhaps if scientists were clearer in communicating the strict realities of their findings, we would once and for all stop pretending that we can argue away the laws of thermodynamics.
our TEcHnologiES arE unprEDicTaBlE anD in SomE caSES, capaBlE of cauSing caTaclySmic cHangES ovEr nigHT. onE of THE KEy cHallEngES aT cop15 will BE THE nEgoTiaTion of financing fo r w H a TE vE r co u r S E of acTion iS ulTimaTEly SETTlED upon.
By no means would strengthening the role of scientists limit the role of policymakers in this arena. Rather, it would merely allow policymakers to work within a strictly defined boundary within which the difficult puzzle of political and economic questions could be freely assembled. Climate change diplomacy is indeed a daunting challenge, hitting directly on the historical wounds of colonial exploitation and the exposed nerves of global economic recession.
At the Congress, scientists actively dispelled the notion that the economic crisis is a legitimate reason to retreat from climate concerns, with many drawing links between the policies needed to rethink infrastructure and energy efficiency and those needed to revitalize the economy. However, regardless of the scientists' claims, some of the key challenges at COP15 will be the negotiation of financing for whatever course of action is ultimately settled upon. 8 It is certain though, that despite the overwhelming quantities of bad news, the Congress ended on a hopeful note. For the first time in history, we may have enough scientific knowledge and political will to come together and take action on climate change. The road to this December's meeting in Copenhagen will be long and full of intense negotiations. But as one of the final panelists concluded, "Hopefully the dire predictions we have made over the past few days will become a part of history, with Copenhagen '09 seen as the turning point to the path towards a brighter future." -Shreya Basu served as lead editor for this article.
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